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Highlights:

Craters form on any telluric planetary surface at different times; they are different

in size and in evolution imprints

Craters heterogeneity is present regardless of existence of an atmosphere;

heterogeneity is present at all scales of studies and on all types of underlying 

deposits (sedimentary, volcanic,  metamorphic, brecciated, or combination)

Craters evolution is an entropic effect; energy spent to form craters and then to shape

them can be cumulatively added to construct an energy-equivalent manifold

The mathematical construct can be derived for all cratered structures, and at any scale

Gale and Jezero craters on Mars are the focus on current research and sites of 

ongoing rover missions
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Major differences in cratering and evolution between Moon and Mars
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Current age evaluation involves crater counting, orbital photo-geologic mapping 

and calibration of ages using the Moon chronology; recently in-situ observations are used
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Cosmogenic 36Ar, 21Ne, and 3He 
36Ar, 21Ne, and 3He were all detected at levels that cannot 
be attributed to sources other than cosmic ray irradiation 
(33). In the mud-stone, 36Ar/3He and 36Ar/21Ne are 1.7 ±
0.5 and 12 ± 5, respectively (34). These ratios are within 
error of predictions of the no-erosion scenario (1.5 and 13) 
and very different from the prediction of the steady erosion 
scenario (4 and 30). Thus we cast our results in terms of 
surface exposure age, which for 3He, 21Ne, and 36Ar are 72 
± 15, 84 ± 28 and 79 ± 24 Ma, respectively. 

72 Ma

surface exposure ages 79 Ma

84 Ma

K- Ar age~ 4.21 Ga



The age of surface deposits at 

HRSC DEM 20 m/pixel

resolution and CTX

imagery resolution 6m/pixel
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Morphologic units within the landing area
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HP- hummocky plain, LTIF- light thermal inertia fan, HTIF- high thermal ineria fan, MUS- mound 
skirting unit, D- dunes, LTBU- light tone basal unit, PBU- phyllosilicates bearing unit, DTLY- dark 
tone layered unit (after Anderson and Bell, 2010)
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Cosmonuclide  Ar,  Ne,  He isotope 

surface exposure age

36 21 3

78 Ma 4210 

Ma

Radiometric K/Ar crystallization 

age on mafic rocks

crater floor unit 1- 1992 Ma

crater floor 2 -4200Ma
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Crater-size frequency dating at 

HiRISE DEM resolution



Zoom-in in rover Curiosity area. Crater evolution parameters extraction 

at HiRISE resolution 

Y.B. Yellowknife Bay, first in-situ  dating on Mars 

Curiosity track in first 400 Martian days

2.5 Km



In the actual crater diameter to crater depth

diagram:

We do not know the sequence of craters 

formation that ones displays on the x axis as 

crater diameter

We do not know how long craters 

evolved, the target surface composition, the 

duration, intensity, frequency, cyclicity, magnit

ude and type of resurfacing processes, all of 

them that ones displays on the y axis as 

craters depth

Bedded Fractured Unit (BF)

Crater diameter-depth relationship
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New crater formation and changes into cumulative distribution of h/D relationship

new impact structure

1 km



Cumulative distribution – because each crater formation adds to geomorphic work to

shape the geologic unit

Yellowknife
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Mesh rendering using IDW



Figure 2. Energy-equivalent manifold construct. A. Diagram showing the conceptual approach of method. 1-2 Energy and mapping equivalences and 

construction steps of the energy-equivalent manifold.  Plotting of craters depth versus diameter, seen here as crater diameter (D, kilometers) on the x axis, a

nd crater depth (d, meters) on y axis; 3. Current shape of the energy-equivalent manifold as a result of spread in energy over an area. B. Model of craters 

accumulation and evolution stages for any surface units as a cumulative orthogonal construct. Right: 3D DEM of Atlantis area on which elements of craters’ 

morphometry are shown. C. Construction of the two- and three-dimensional manifolds consists on transforming the energy-equivalence metric units to p

ercentage and bending the 2-D manifold into the third dimension as a modelized effect of spreading the energy over any surface;  the Euclidean distance 

(Ed) refers to the entropic state (see main text). The three-dimension manifold incorporates the chrono-morphologic changes of craters depth, diameter

and accumulation (V.c.m is the volume used in ħ calculation, Supplementary Tables 1-5). The manifold  has a resemblance to a potential energy function 

above a reference plan x-o-y=0, with the 3rd displacement representing the potential energy position. We see here this relationship (craters diameters and

depths) as an energy-equivalent (planar) manifold that grows as cratering affects and shapes any surface units, and represent it on an orthogonal plan

(x-0-y), Figure 2 section A, 1-2. 



Cratered terrain Southern Hemisphere
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Heterogeneity parameter at Gale MSL location

Alluvial fan AF 707280.920    -0.34103 

Rugged Terrain RT      738257.927    -4.7357 

Cratered Surface CS   685284.161     2.779617  

Fractured BF.<6m       704877.045

RT
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BF
CS

RT

V.c.m. parameter

Formation and erosion of craters within the four areas is synchronous



Planetary scale units on Mars



Plotting heterogeneity versus time



Jezero crater surface deposits and craters at CTX DEM data resolution
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Preliminary results on Jezero



Ma

1Ma at HiRISE =6926.562  crater evolution parameter value at Yellowknife Bay

Age of deposit =YB crater evolution parameter*e
3.889 * cratered area  (%  from total area)
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Jezero? Oxia?

Current calibrated Martian ages
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Jezero crater

Possible carbonates 
Clays and phylosilicates Tephra ash
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